
March 9, 2021 
 
Town of Canmore 
Re: Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06 
 
Dear Mayor Borrowman and Town Council, 
 
I hope this letter finds you all well in a difficult time. I am writing to you to express my 
deep concern surrounding the TSMV proposals for Smith Creek an TSMV Village. I am 
not anti-development, but I am opposed to TSMVs current 2 ASP proposals for a 
multitude of reasons. 
 
1) COMMUNITY 
Before I was a Canmore resident, I frequently visited to escape the hustle and bustle, to 
enjoy everything that only a small quaint mountain town can offer. This is the reason 
that we are a world class tourist destination. The reason that people escape Calgary for 
a day or a weekend. The reason people travel across the world to experience what we 
are lucky enough to call home. And ultimately, the reason that people want to live here. 
If you turn Canmore into a large urban development, you will be losing sight of all that is 
appealing about our town and subsequently lose out on all that the tourism industry 
brings to Canmore. 
 
2) AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
It is no secret that there are innumerable houses/condos/townhouses in Canmore that 
sit empty for the majority of the time. While a certain amount of “secondary houses” 
are to be expected in a tourist town, the excess of empty buildings in our community is 
discouraging, particularly given the vast need for affordable housing. While TSMV’s 
proposals indicate an intent to include some affordable housing, Canmore does not 
need more actual buildings. There are already more than enough buildings, they are just 
empty. We need homes, not houses. Perhaps a Tax on the already existing secondary 
houses, similar to what Vancouver has done, would help to decrease the excessive 
empty secondary homes while also funding solutions to Canmore’s affordable housing 
issues.  
 
3) CLIMATE EMERGENCY 
The Town of Canmore has recently declared a climate emergency, and expressed aims 
to reduce Green House Gas emissions by 30%. While there is the promise of green and 
net zero building plans for TSMV, a true net zero build does not exist. This is 
perpetuated particularly when the building is not a primary home. Production of 
material, construction, heating, maintenance, removal of trees and green spaces and 



travel to/from secondary houses all produce mass GHGs. Focus on improving GHG 
emissions from current infrastructure should be the priority, rather than creating new 
infrastructure and increasing GHG’s. 
 
4) WILDLIFE 
As you are aware, the Bow Valley holds one of the most critical wildlife corridors in the Y 
to Y corridor. While we aim to coexist as peacefully as possible with the local wildlife, 
this is already something that Canmore struggles with (eg. off leash dogs, wildlife in 
residential areas, mass human presence in sensitive wildlife areas, ongoing various 
closures due to large predator presence such as grizzly or cougar, elk on highways, etc). 
The current proposals virtually remove portions of the wildlife corridor (Thunderstone 
Quarry), reposition other portions of the wildlife corridor (east end of Stewart Creek) 
create wildlife pinch points (removing cabin line and rezoning golf course and recreation 
lands in the Village), and remove the soft edge that the unfinished golf course current 
provides. All this while also adding up to 14,500 residents and visitors recreating in 
wildlife areas is asking for inevitable human-wildlife conflict in the area, not to mention 
driving wildlife deeper into other residential areas to look for alternate through-ways. 
 
TSMV’s ASPs have proposed a wildlife fence surrounding the developments to create 
wildlife corridors and keep animal out and people in. While a physical barrier will 
generally succeed in this respect, it does not take into consideration the sensory 
pollution of a development directly adjacent to a wildlife corridor. Noise, light, and smell 
that come along with a development will encourage wildlife instincts to avoid the area 
and not use the corridor. Regardless if the wildlife fence is effective, it will also be an 
ongoing cost to monitor, maintain, repair and patrol. This cost will fall to the taxpayer. 
 
5) TAXES/FINANCIAL 
Who will be financially responsible for maintenance and repairs for infrastructure such 
as buildings, trails, roads, and wildlife fencing, and any damage from undermining 
collapse? TSMV will only hold liability for 2 years, at which point both legal liability and 
financial responsibility will fall to The Town of Canmore and the taxpayer.  
 
As well, we can build as many houses as we want, but houses themselves do not 
support desperately needed commercial development to balance our taxes. It is 
residents who support commercial development. Unless we ensure that the houses are 
occupied, not empty, we cannot be assured that the commercial development will be 
viable. This will result in an increase in residential taxes, which are already on the high 
end.  
 
 



6) UNDERMINING 
Gerry Stephenson was vastly opposed to development on the high risk undermined 
lands, and I hold the highest respect for his education, experience and opinion.  
The 2004 Resort Center ASP proposed green space over the most undermined and 
riskiest portions of TSMV lands. The current proposals aim to develop commercially on 
those same areas, and they aim to finish these commercial buildings (which support 
taxes) during the last phase of development. This limits the amount of time that TSMV 
will hold liability of the most complex undermined portion of the development, and also 
provides the possibility that we may never see the completion of phase 4 or 5 of the 
Village if the developer discovers that the heavily undermined lands aren’t able to 
support the commercial development. 
 
7) TRAFFIC 
While I admire The Town of Canmore’s Integrated Transport Plan and aim to decrease 
traffic congestion and vehicle commuters, according to the Town of Canmore, in 2020 
89-94% of people are still commuting by car. This leaves 6-11% of people walking, biking 
or using public transportation. 
 I do not think the ITP is something we can rely on, particularly with the location of 
Smith Creek and the Village in relation to downtown Canmore. Residents that I know 
who live in Stewart Creek all drive to commute. Up to 30km’s round trip commute on a 
bike, elevation gain/loss, transportation of kids/recreation equipment/groceries/dogs, 
etc, time constraints, physical limitations, wildlife conflicts particular in the dark, and 
weather variables do not make regular bicycle commuting feasible for the vast majority 
of residents.  
 
8) WILDFIRE 
This is one area of concern that I have not seen discussed at great length, and I fear that 
it will slip under the radar. Wildfire risk surrounding Canmore, Smith Creek and TSMV 
Villages areas is predominately Extreme. Increased visitation, climate change and 
ongoing fire suppression leave Canmore due for a large wildfire event.  
 
With the two ASP proposals, there would be roughly 20,000 residents south of the Bow 
River, requiring evacuation via 8th Ave bridge and then through town, which will be 
backed up rendering it virtually impassible, leaving the Three Sisters and Dead Mans Flat 
Exits.  Transportation infrastructure is not proposed for fast and efficient vehicle travel 
of 20,000 residents. In fact, TSMV Village is proposing convoluted streets to encourage 
non-vehicle travel.  
 
While TSMV has addressed FireSmarting in their ASPs, it will require an estimated 200 
hectares of lost trees and fails to recognize the effect of additional residents collapsing 



any possibility of an effective and timely evacuation. There is also no guarantee that the 
mitigation proposed will take place, as we have seen in their latest developments, 
where landscaping requirements force residents to be vulnerable with extreme fire 
hazard landscapes. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
Ultimately, TSMV’s Area Structure Plans for Smith Creek and TSMV Village do not 
adequately address concerns regarding: 
- maintaining the communities small town atmosphere 
- affordable homes 
- addressing climate emergency 
- wildlife co-existence and effective respectful corridor 
- improving our tax base 
- risk of developing on undermined lands, liability and responsibility 
- addressing traffic growth 
- reducing wildfire risk and increasing efficient emergency escape infrastructure 
 
With all of this in mind, I hope that you take the concerns, suggestions, information, and 
inquiries expressed during the public consultation to heart. Listen, read, do thorough 
research, investigate, ask, discuss. Ultimately, do the right thing for the future of 
Canmore. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Jessica Peter 


